Co-Creation E-Magazine
Submission Guidelines & Terms
Co-Creation Global is an independent media organization dedicated
to sharing positive, inspiring news and stories with a global audience.
We provide heart-based, transformational, inspiring and uplifting
content for an ever-growing global audience. Co-Creation EMagazine formerly known as Co-Creation Magazine is known for its
quality content from leading authors in the field of Consciousness,
Health and Wellbeing, Energy Medicine, Conscious Business, as well
as being focused on the field of One Consciousness.

Co-Creation E-Magazine was inspired as a platform and voice for a
new generation of influencers, writers and bloggers, who aspire to
change global consciousness. Our platform is designed to be
multimedia, meaning that we will accept quality articles as text,
podcasts and quality video stories.

The following guidelines are aimed at writers and who are looking
to contribute to Co-Creation E-Magazine; we will also accept good
quality podcasts and video stories with accompanied text
transcripts and graphics headers.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE

When you submit your articles and Multi- Media material it is
important that you provide the following support material, otherwise
we cannot profile you as the author or provide ways for people to
find their way to you.

Regular Contributors

• Standard head and shoulders picture

• A link back to your website or product page

• A link to your FB or Social Media Page of Choice.

• A 50-70 word mini-bio for your ongoing profile.

• Posting to the authors profile page

Occasional Contributors

• Standard head and shoulders picture

• A 50 word mini-bio for your article profile.

• A link back to your website or product page.

General Submission Guidelines

If you are interested in writing for Co-Creation E-Magazine, please
take a look at some of the examples on the site and get a sense how
your writing or voice style would work best in this format:-

● We encourage you to write from the heart, in a way that inspires
others to see that your stories or experiences may bring those
people answers and inspiration.

● Aim to create positive and elevating stories that can enrich
people's lives and enable inner transformation.
● Share with love, respect, and gratitude that your material is
making a difference in the world... and that which you give,
comes back in many ways.
● Invite people to awaken to their true nature, that we are all
extensions of the one Source Consciousness, here to experience
physical reality in all its form.
● Invite people to see they are a Source Frequency.. Which is
LOVE? The world is exactly how the global consciousness cocreated it, for collective transformation and healing. We are not
here to fix anything , we are here to experience everything .. No
exceptions. In Your articles we invite you to teach and not
preach.
● We suggest you invite people to be of service to the global
whole. That is; to explore and participate in a journey with your
Source Self and your infinite possibilities.
● Encourage people not to get lost in the mirage of local physical
reality which is tethered to a state of unconsciousness, but to
wake up to the infinite possibilities of your Source Frequency.
● Do not indulge the reader, reinforcing existing beliefs or ways of
being, based upon cultural or theological practices that invite
separation and fear, rather than love and oneness.
● Offer something the reader can use or take away.

Submission Standards and Requirements

For Text Based Articles

● Submissions are usually between 800-1500 plus words (with
some flexibility).
● We prefer innovative articles, so please include research,
sources, if it is a discourse on a specialized theme. We
encourage personalized stories that explain a point. i.e.
Awakening, Consciousness, Healing etc
● Please ensure your articles and other material has been fully
edited, including grammar, punctuation, spell checked and
page layout. We recommend using Grammarly, and your word
processing software to pre-edit the document. We also suggest
that you read the article out loud at least twice, to help you pick
up errors or omissions. Also, if possible, get someone else to
read it. We only have a small volunteer editorial team, and we
ask you to be aware that we will possibly reject articles that do
not meet submission standards.
● We have a large range of genres that we publish in. Please
specify which genre or genres your article fits in. Here are some
examples:

○ Co-Creation
○ Health and Wellbeing
○ Spirituality
○ Planetary Consciousness
○ Conscious Parenting
○ Prosperity and Abundance
○ Relationships
○ Energy Healing
○ Conscious Business and Leadership
○ Inner Transformation
○ Sustainibility
● Please ensure that your articles have a clear title and
subheadings, which clearly illustrate the content and context of
the article.
● Your writing style should avoid self-promotional or be
intentionally focused to a particular group, but should aim to
appeal to a wider audience.
● We do not allow advertorials, advertising, promotional or
sponsored content, unless approved by the managing editor.
● We prefer you provide originally written articles even if you are
making a contribution from a book you have written. Excerpts
or extracts from previously published books, periodicals, or
blogs will need approval by the editorial staff.

● If possible, you can also provide validated copyright free images
with your text. This means you choose the right image to go
with your story ... and saves a lot of time.

● If this is not possible, our staff will select an appropriate image
from our extensive library

Audio Podcasts and Video Stories

Our E-Magazine Page is designed to handle multimedia. This means
we will have the options to post :

● Audio Podcasts. These need to be submitted with the
following format and supporting facilities.
○ Links to your Podcast MP3 files
○ Copyright free Graphics which may illustrate the content…
or we can provide the image if you do not have tools or
skill to do so.
○ A 50- 100 word Description of the podcast outlining the
theme, including a Header.

○ Podcasts can be from 30 minutes to 2 hours. We will also
consider serialized stories.
● Video Stories. These need to be submitted in the following
format and quality standards.
○ As a MP4 file. Preferably as a link to where its source file
is stored. I.e. YouTube, Vimeo etc.
○ Presentation and a professionally prepared and edited
video are essential.
○ Videos should have good quality lighting, sound, and
basically a neutral background. But green screen
background effects or video backgrounds work if you have
the editing skills.
○ The storytelling is similar to an audio podcast , but you
have the added benefit of video optics and music , which
provide another dimension of engagement.
○ If you use third party videos or music , please ensure to
have a copyright release, or have obtained these as license
free products.
○ Videos can be from 30 - 60 minutes in duration
○ If you have the editing capability, we suggest you also
produce a 5 minute promotional video to accompany the
main story

Regular and Occasional Contributors

● As an online based publication, Co-Creation E-Magazine, prefers
consistent content on a regular and timely basis .So we need to
know if you are submitting as:
● Regular Contributors .. One who is committed to submitting
one article a month by the first of the month, every month.
● Occasional Contributors… One who submits an article
whenever they feel like it.

What we give back

● Regular Contributors. We provide the following support and
promotional facilities to those who support us on an ongoing
basis.

○ Link backs to your Website, Product Page, and Main Social
Media Page.
○ Authors name and credits
○ Your story featured for one week on the home page, every
month.
○ Your story and links to your story posted and shared on
social media in cooperation with yourself.
○ If you have any programs or courses ready that fit with our
content and context, we will give you options to do
affiliate marketing campaigns and joint ventures.
○ After 3 months of continuous contributions, you are given
a profile on our regular contributor’s page.

● Occasional Contributors. We provide the following support for
these contributors.
○ Links back to your main Web Page or Product page
○ Authors name and credits

Submission Terms

● Co-Creation Global and Co-Creation E-Magazine accepts
article submissions by email only to: contributor@cocreationglobal.com or through a contact portal on our website
● By submitting your work to Co-Creation Articles you agree:-

○ To give Co-Creation Global and Co-Creation EMagazine exclusive “use rights” in perpetuity.
○ That you may only use our edited and published article
(with credit and link) in publications that you own or
control such as your personal website, blog or social
media with our express permission.
○ That you certify this is your own original work, and that
any excerpts of other work are clearly cited as fair use or
public domain.
○ You accept that no financial rewards are offered.
○ You accept that Co-Creation E-Magazine does not
allow advertising, promotional or sponsored material
unless agreed with the managing editor.
○

You accept that Co-Creation E-Magazine does not
allow content that is pertaining to the transmission of
political agendas, activism of any kind, conspiracy
theories, or specific religious ideologies. Any health
related articles may be checked for accuracy or
supported by a public domain standard of acceptance,

○ We also reserve the right:-

○ To edit your work and to choose what we use for final
publication (including title, text or any images provided),
for stylistic reasons and/or copyright issues.
○ To have the final say on what is or not published by CoCreation E-Magazine.
○ You will only hear back from Co-Creation E-Magazine, If
your submission is accepted for publication.

We are most grateful for your contribution to this publication and to
humanity for offering your piece of the puzzle of life . We appreciate
you taking this step with us into a new dimension of human
evolution, through expanded awareness and love.

The Co-Creation Global Team.

